Vote YES on Senate Bill 944
For Risk-Limiting Audits

For nearly 100 years, the League of Women Voters has worked to inform our voters and ensure confidence in our elections. We continue to support Election Assistance Commission standards, best practices and sharing with election administrators around the country. Voters can have confidence that final tallies accurately reflect their votes.

Risk-limiting audits (RLAs) are the Gold Standard:

- **Most transparent, with real statistical evidence**
  Compare individual ballots cast to voting system records
- **Most Efficient Quality Control - RLAs save time**
  If the margin is closer, then you recount *more* ballots
- **RLAs work as long as a paper ballot record exists**
  They are compatible with any type of voting machines
- **Officials like RLAs & want to keep using them**
  In use in Colorado, Rhode Island, Virginia, & Washington

Safeguarding our elections is a national security issue. The League will continue to work to protect and reaffirm voter confidence.

Please Vote YES on Senate Bill 994. Thank you,
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